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poem Kubla Khan is highly
imaginative, in which, after
each stanza, the level of
imaginations and creativity
goes deeper. The poem
focuses on the â€œwilling
suspension of disbeliefâ€•
Read this article to know
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the caverns measureless to
man. And sank in tumult to
a lifeless ocean: And 'mid
this tumult Kubla heard
from far Ancestral voices
prophesying war! . with
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Poetry - The poem's
speaker starts by describing
the setting of Emperor's
palace, which he calls a
"pleasure dome." He tells
us about a river that runs
across the land and then
flows
through
some
underground caves and into
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This analysis/summary/mcq
of Kubla Khan is to help the
readers to understand the
poem better. Tue, 30 Oct
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Coleridge : Notes - UGC
NET English - â€œKubla
Khan,â€• tagged as a
fragment, has two parts.
The first is a mostly prose
introduction
in
which
Coleridge recounts the
circumstances under which
he composed the following
lines of verse. Tue, 29 Aug
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The unnamed speaker of the
poem tells of how a man
named Kubla Khan traveled
to the land of Xanadu. In
Xanadu, Kubla found a
fascinating pleasure-dome
that was â€œa miracle of
rare deviceâ€• because the
dome was made of caves of
ice and located in a sunny
area. The speaker describes
the contrasting composition
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Summary and Analysis -

â€˜Kubla Khanâ€™ is like
a fantasy novel in terms of
the grandness and opulence
of its imagery and the sense
of war and the clash of
empires that lurks at the
margins of the poem
(Kublai Khan, Genghis
Khanâ€™s grandson, was a
great Mongol leader and
Emperor of China in the
thirteenth century). A Short
Analysis of Coleridgeâ€™s
â€˜Kubla
Khanâ€™
|
Interesting ... - Kubla Khan
is a supernatural poem,
based on a dream. There are
images and expressions in it
which are supernatural in
character and create an
atmosphere of mystery and
awe: for example 'caverns
measure-less to man', 'a
sunless sea', 'that deep
romantic chasm' etc. Kubla
Khan is a triumph of
supernaturalism.
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